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**DAKAR RALLY**

Peterhansel extends lead but al-Attiyah in hunt

**FOOTBALL**

Leeds stunned by Crawley, as Chelsea Man City advance

**NFL**

Brady leads Bucs to win over Washington
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**FOOTBALL**

Leeds stunned by Crawley, as Chelsea Man City advance

**DAKAR RALLY**

Peterhansel extends lead but al-Attiyah in hunt

Qatar star is second overall, seven minutes 53 seconds off lead

Qatar’s Nasser al-Attiyah and his co-driver Matthieu Baumel of France in action during stage seven of the Dakar Rally between Sakaka, Saudi Arabia and fundamental of Ha’il and Sakaka, Saudi Arabia. 

**SPORT**

**TENNIS**

Zhang upsets ninth seed Donskoy on Day 1 of Australian Open qualifiers

By Sport Report

The qualification round of the men’s event of the 2021 Australian Open began at the Khalifa International Tennis & Squash Complex yesterday with the event starting its first set.

In one of the most exciting matches of the day, French 17th seed, Christophe Donskoy, was defeated by a dramatic 7-6, 6-3, 6-3, 6-3 at the Khalifa World Cup, held in line with the essential health and safety protocols and guidelines in place to ensure the event’s success.

The ticket-free tournament is open to all, and spectators will be allowed, with Covid-19 protocols and guidelines in place. The tournament is being overseen by 64 line judges, 18 chair umpires and 12 officials, 18 chair umpires and 12 officials.

The four-day tournament, which started on January 1, lasted 12 matches played for the 16 slots available for the qualifying round and was won by the 30-year-old Zhang Zhizhen of China.

The second encounter was the first between the 24-year-old Zhang Zhizhen and the 30-year-old Donskoy. The match was won by Zhang in two sets 7-6, 6-3.

In one of the most exciting matches of the day, the 30-year-old Zhang Zhizhen of China returned 2-6, 6-3, 6-3, 6-3 at the Khalifa World Cup, held in line with the essential health and safety protocols and guidelines in place to ensure the event’s success.
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Crawley, as Chelsea, Leeds stunned by Vinicius’s hat-trick and Chelsea against Tottenham, without Harry

People’s Pension Stadium in the People’s Pension Stadium in the League after a fine first season in the Premier League, having seven changes at The Emirates Stadium but was replaced in the starting lineup for the third-round tie against Newcastle United in the warm-up ahead of Saturday’s 2-0 victory against Liverpool and losing to Leeds in the 24th minute when a shot from Bernardo Silva found its way into the net. The league leaders’ 27-match unbeaten run came to an end, remaining two adrift of second-placed RB Leipzig. The result leaves Milan on 40 points, four ahead of rivals Roma. The league leaders’ 27-match winning run against Napoli on Nov. 22.

Ibrahimovic, who came on as a substitute in the 71st minute, scored a late equaliser as Manchester City went four points clear at the top of Serie A. Manchester City’s Jordan Pickford in the Premier League against Liverpool and losing to Leeds in the 24th minute when a shot from Bernardo Silva found its way into the net. The league leaders’ 27-match unbeaten run came to an end, remaining two adrift of second-placed RB Leipzig. The result leaves Milan on 40 points, four ahead of rivals Roma. The league leaders’ 27-match winning run against Napoli on Nov. 22.
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**FOOTBALL**

**LIGUE 1**

*AFP*  

**Pochettino gets win with PSG**

Lyon recover from 0-2 down to Rennes with and stay top

Mauricio Pochettino’s tenure started in style as he guided his new charge to victory in the curtain-raiser to the season.

The Argentine coach got the better of Pablo Sanaida’s Augsburg at Stadion an der Wilkahn, with ex-PSG star Julian Draxler netting twice.

The visitors were 2-0 up at half-time but were pegged back to 2-2 shortly after the interval.

But Draxler netted with 23 minutes left to help Lyon secure a 4-2 win.

**BUNDESLIGA**

*AFP*  

**Rangers move 22 points clear over Morelo doubles**

Steven Gerrard’s Rangers are now 22 points clear of the traditional Scottish football heavyweights.

TheQPости at the top of the Scottish Premiership as they thumped Hearts 2-0 at Tynecastle.

The win was also Gerrard’s first as the Gers moved 14 points clear of second-placed Aberdeen.

Morelo, who is on loan from Porto, was on target with a hat-trick.

**Qatar ambassador to Mexico meets Tigres football club**

Qatar’s ambassador to Mexico meets Tigres football club

Jorge Torres, who usually avoids the media, was at the Santiago Bernabeu Stadium for the game.

Real Madrid are to play against Tigres in the FIFA Club World Cup, which will be held in Qatar.

**Real held up by travel chaos, slams league for Osasuna game**

Rueda: "It remains to be seen if Neymar was fit to play all the time."

Real Madrid were held to a 0-0 draw at Osasuna as squally weather led to a delay of 23 minutes.

**Bundesliga**

**Matarazzo at a loss to explain Stuttgart’s latest away win**

The former Stuttgart coach couldn’t explain why his team were unable to break down a stubborn Freiburg side.

The 1-0 win at the Schauinsland-Bergwerk Arena left the relegation-threatened Freiburg without a point.

**Ligat Ha’Al**

**The Times**

Sheep and goats were killed in the area.

The discovery of the animal skulls was made in the area.

The incident occurred in the area.

**News稿**

A day in the Champions Trophy, as it happens

A day in the Champions Trophy, as it happens.

**Reuters**

**Real Madrid’s Sergio Ramos (left) challenges Osasuna’s Jonathan De Guzmán (right) for the ball in their La Liga football match at the Reale Arena in San Sebastian, Spain, on Saturday.**
Tampa Bay Buccaneers quarterback Tom Brady throws a touchdown pass against the Washington team during the first half at FedExField in Landover, Maryland, USA. (REUTERS/Spencer Drayton)

None at all: Controversial views not a factor in Giants’ decision to trade Coonrod

The San Francisco Giants traded reliever Sam Coonrod to the Philadelphia Phillies on Saturday, a move that could help a struggling unit. The move came as the Giants were facing a 3-10 record against the NL West and a climb in the standings.

Coonrod was acquired with the expectation of helping the Giants out of a slump. However, he struggled through his tenure and was cut from the team's 40-man roster.

The Giants' decision to trade Coonrod was based on his performance. He had a 4.59 ERA and had given up 10 runs over his last 10 appearances. The team was looking for a more reliable option in the bullpen.

The move comes as the Giants try to improve their chances of making it to the postseason. They are currently in fourth place in the NL West and need to improve their pitching to have a shot at the playoffs.

The Giants also put all international events to the back of their agenda, with the exception of the Australian Grand Prix. The race promoter said they hope to move it to the second half of the year.

Chinese GP sees postponement

The Chinese Grand Prix is set to be rescheduled from April to October, according to reports. The move was made due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic.

The race was originally scheduled for April, but was later postponed due to the pandemic. It is now expected to take place in October, with Formula One officials working on a new calendar.

The move comes as the sport continues to navigate the challenges posed by the pandemic. The sport saw races canceled or postponed due to the pandemic, and is now looking to reschedule some of them.

The move to October is a significant change, as it would be the first time the Chinese Grand Prix has been held in October. The race promoter has said that they are working on a new calendar for the season, with other races possibly being rescheduled.

Asian Grand Prix is set to be held in October

The Asian Grand Prix is set to be held in October, with a new calendar being worked on. The race promoter has said that they are working on a new calendar for the season, with other races possibly being rescheduled.

The move to October is a significant change, as it would be the first time the Asian Grand Prix has been held in October. The race promoter has said that they are working on a new calendar for the season, with other races possibly being rescheduled.

New calendar for the season is being worked on

The sport is working on a new calendar for the season, with races possibly being rescheduled. The move is necessary due to the ongoing pandemic, which has disrupted the sport's calendar.

The sport saw races canceled or postponed due to the pandemic, and is now looking to reschedule some of them. The new calendar is expected to be announced in the coming weeks.
Nuggets beat 76ers as coronavirus depletes rosters

“Covid created this but the concern is not Covid. The concern is injuries.”

Jamal Murray and Will Barton scored 21 points to lead the Denver Nuggets to a win over the Philadelphia 76ers on Saturday, in the NBA season's second coronavirus-related game postponement.

The Houston Rockets’ season opener against the Chicago Bulls was also postponed.

Crowder remains an unsettling Heat departure

The short-handed Sixers were down to at least 11 players for their season opener against the Philadelphia 76ers.

The Houston Rockets’ season opener against the Chicago Bulls was also postponed.

Our NBA team by team breakdown is for change, but it is not an all or nothing switch.

It is, of course, way too simplistic to suggest that the NBA is simply struggling to find their way to an socially distanced, yet competitive basketball season.

But it also is not as if it came out of nowhere. The Miami Heat’s most recent season was with seven teams.
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The 2012 Olympic medalist and the 2014 WTA Female Champion, Garbine Muguruza, has been in excellent form leading up to the Dubai Masters. She will now face ninth-seeded Aryna Sabalenka in the quarterfinals.

Garbine Muguruza, the former French Open champion and the 2016 Wimbledon champion, had to save a match point to reach the quarterfinals of the 2019 Abu Dhabi WTA tournament yesterday.

"I was just trying to be focused on every point and not let this come back from being 3-5 down," Muguruza said of her win over Ekaterina Alexandrova of Russia, 6-2, 6-7 (7/5), 7-6 (10/8).
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Sydney crowd the worst in Australia, says India’s Ashwin

**PERSONALLY, I THINK ADELAIDE AND MELBOURNE WERE NOT AS BAD...**

**AS PAINE FINED**

**NEW DELHI**

West Indies spinner Sunil Narine has expressed that the T10 format is more exciting than the T20 format.

The T10 format was introduced last year to February 6. The tournament was scheduled to be played at the Abu Dhabi T10. The first match between the two teams was played in Abu Dhabi on January 28.

Narine, who has taken 300 wickets in 125 T10 matches, said he was looking forward to play alongside Kieron Pollard for the Deccan Gladiators in the Abu Dhabi T10. "This year I have been playing in many tournaments and I have seen many new things and seen how good they are. I have learnt a lot from them," he added.

**Australia captain Paine fined**

Australia captain Tim Paine has been fined 15 percent of his match fee for dissenting during the third day of the third test against India at the Sydney Cricket Ground (SCG) yesterday.

The off-spinner was found to have breached article 2.8 of the ICC Code of Conduct, which relates to showing dissent during an international match. He was found guilty of the offense and breached the ICC’s code of conduct.

**PUNISHMENT**

The decision did not go down well with Paine, with the stump mic picking up his expletives last night and byness committee.

Paine, addressing the justicr—proposed by David Bos of the Emirates ICC Elite Panel of Match Referees and ratified by the ICC Cricket Operations department—per the Covid-19 interim playing regulations, the

"There was no need for a fine,”

India has a daunting task to

**Sydney crowd the worst in Australia, says India’s Ashwin**

"PERSONALLY, I THINK ADELAIDE AND MELBOURNE WERE NOT AS BAD..."
India in grim battle to save Test

India were 46 for two in their desperate, two-over-aumpaign against Australia on the fourth day of the third Test match yesterday, stuck 108 runs behind Australia and a 36-run batting average over the past two days, 88/2, as the Test was poised to be delayed again.

Openers Cheteshwar Pujara (4) and Mayank Agarwal (2) were out to the opening pair of bowlers in the first session. Pujara was stranded on 88 not out, and Agarwal was bowled by Hazlewood early on the final day.

The Indian team had been inspired by Sydney spectators in the past but the racial abuse had crossed a line during the ongoing match, which is being played in front of a reduced crowd of less than 10,000.

“I feel that I must go out there and make sure it doesn’t happen again,” Kohli said.

The team’s captain, Rohit Sharma, has previously spoken about the importance of not condoning any form of abuse.

The Indian team lodged an official complaint after the incident, according to the ICC, which has launched an investigation.

The team has also made a formal complaint to the SCG and the Australian Cricket Board.

The team’s other captain, Virat Kohli, was fined half his match fee for 2012 for responding to barracking from a spectator at the SCG.

Australia coach Justin Langer has called for the racial abuse incident to be addressed, saying it is “sickening.”

“In the end, it is my greatest pet hate,” he said.

“W e had a brief talk a few days ago, and that is what I told the team. It is in my life that people who can make a difference, who can put their money and abuse and energy whatever they like, I know for people who can make a difference in different parts of the world. We need to see if it happens in Australia,” Langer said.

It has been incredible, incredible to be able to watch on the field, great spirit between the two teams. It is a great responsibility that we have as a team to make sure it doesn’t happen.”

The Australian coach, who is a former Test opener, said that the team has been working on the issue over the past few days.
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